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1. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  

Glue off has been through over 12month of experiments to save your natural skin and nails from highly 
toxic and flammable chemical such as acetone during removal of nail polish and false nails. And it has 
magical speed of removing false nails when compared to any other existing products in the market.  
It has distinguishable formula that dose not use any of the chemical ingredients prohibited by Europe and 
America for beauty products instead contains TEA TREE OIL for anti-bacteria which prevents possible 
infection during it’s use on the natural skin. 
 
 
2. FEATURES 

Removes nail polish instantly without any harm.  
Removes false nail fixed with nail glue in Max. 15minutes.  
Remove super glues during DIY works risk of damaging your piece of art.  
Contains tea tree oil that kill most of all kinds of germs or bacteria tat may cause infection. 
 
 
3. DIRECTIONS FOR USE FOR REMOVEING FALSE NAILS. (FULL TIP/ PRE-DESIGNED) 

�Apply 3~5drops on top of the cuticle area and underneath of the nails.  
�Wait for 1minute.  
�Gradually lift false nail starting from the side of the nail.  
It may not be removed at once then, apply additional drops to open space of the either side made during 
first try and wait for another 15seconds for second try.  

�For false nails not removed or hard to removed by steps 1~3, please wet a sheet of cosmetic cotton with 
“Glue Off” and rub for 1minute to melt the nail tip away.  
For UV coated nails, it is recommended to buff of the cost emery board or sapphire files before step 4. 

 
 
4. WARNING 

�Protect working area 
�Keep away from heat and flame.  
�Don’t drop may damage clothing, plastic, painted wood surface, eyeglasses or other materials.  
�Do not ingest, harmful or fatal if swallowed.  
�Avoid eye contact. In event of contact, flush with water and get medical help. 
 
5. INGREDIENTS 

4-Hydroxybutyric acid 
Dimethylketone 
Stearic Acid 
Tea Tree Oil 

 
6. STORAGE 

Store in a cool area out of direct sunlight.   
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